
 
 

 

Stage Descriptions 
 
Special Stage 1: Atlas Group  
Starting from the entrance to the forest, this stage starts on the Rally sprint road upwards, a 
fast-flowing road that just gets better and better as you make your way through the stage.   
 
Special Stage 2: RDL Performance  
This stage is on great forest roads, with a good combination of tight and twisty roads, plus a 
fast blast along River and Boundary Roads.  You’ll meet a tricky downhill section, to the 
famous Clinton Ford in the opposite direction, that will have bugger all water in it. The back 
leads to some good technical roads to work your way out to edge of the forest by the Ashley 
Village.  
 
Special Stage 3: AA Auto Centre Hornby 
This is an AMAZING piece of flowing road with a tricky section near the start of the stage. It 
has some big drops, so you do need to treat it with care at times. This is one of those stages 
that is a great challenge and really enjoyable piece of road.  
 
Special Stage 4: Atlas Group 
We haven’t used the start of this Stage in this configuration for a few years, but you will be 
glad we are able to use it again. You’ll then come into a technical piece of forest road whilst 
working your way up to Okuku Rd. A great zap around the side of Mt Karetu on Okuku Rd, 
then a tight right turn to enjoy the great forest road called Horseford Rd. Many of the older 
competitors will remember this brilliant piece of road, finishing the stage by the forest gate. It’s 
a long time since we have rallied the full length of Horseford Road.       
 
Special Stage 5: Elite Trailers 
We thought you will have enjoyed this stage so much the first time you went through it, we 
would let you have another nudge at it. But please remember the drops haven’t got any 
smaller between stages!  
 
Special Stage 6: RDL Performance 
Once again, we know you will have loved this the first time through, so we are letting you have 
another blast on these great roads. It will be interesting to see how your times improve on the 
second time through. 



 
 
Special Stage 7: Protranz  
This is the reverse of SS2. It will seem like a completely different stage the way the roads are 
configured, but it will be a wee bit more challenging in places as the surface will be slippery, to 
add to the excitement.      
 
Special Stage 8: Elite Trailers 
This is the famous Mt Grey Road from top to bottom. It starts at the top of the forest gate this 
year and works its way down Mt Grey Road. It is a one of the best forest stages in the country 
and is in great condition. Finish by going down the uphill section of the Rallysprint road. If you 
don’t like this stage maybe rallying it isn’t the sport for you.  
 
Special Stage 9: AA Auto Centre Hornby 
What a blast this will be… 3 ¾ laps of Euromarque Motorsport Park’s circuit.  
We have made this very easy to negotiate via your Roadbook with plenty of easy-to-follow 
instructions including what lap you are on.    
As you will have seen in Supp Regs 2, there may be penalties for not staying on the circuit. 
Please respect this as we would like to be invited back to use this great spectator viewing and 
promotional stage in the future.  
Please be careful when you exit the Circuit at the Sweeper to finish the stage as the Flying 
Finish is on a tight left-hand corner as you enter the start of the Pit Lane. 
 
Thanks.      


